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ABSTRACT

This study atternoted to investigate if teacher 
comments on aspects of text have an irnoact on 
student responses. Three hypothe.ses v;ere tested arid 
observations were made co>ncernina teacher comments 
on patterns of aspects of text and student responses 
in the revision process in a single-draft approach 
(SDA) and a multi-draft approach fMDA). A total of 
twenty EFL learners participated in the study. The 
SDA class revised their compositions once and the 
MDA class revised two times.

The first hypothesis was that MDA students 
would make a higher number of rearrangement and 
addition changes while the SDA students would make 
more substitution and deletion chances. The
analysis of data confirmed part of the hypothesis 
and rejected the other part. MDA students made a 
higher number of rearrangement changes (22.2%) than 
SDA students (3.1%), but MDA students raade rnoie 
addition changes (6.9%) than the SDA students 
although the result does not suggest a significant 
difference. SDA students made more substitution
changes (42.5%) and fewer deletion changes as 
com.oared to the MDA (6.2% and 13.856 respectively). 
Thus, the first hypothesis is partly rejected and 

partly confirmed.
The second hvoothesis v/as that there W'.'iuld be



different patterns of aspects of text in terms of 
ranking in each draft approach. The analysis of the 
data indicated that although comments on syntax 
predominated in both the SDA (54.3?6) and the KDA 
(,43%), comments on lexicon were ranked second with 
orthography third in the SE>A, whereas in the MDA 
comments on content (27.7%) were ranked second with 
lexicon (23.6%) third. Thus, the second hypothesis 
is accepted.

The third hypothesis that student resDonses to 
specific aspects of text in particular, content, 
lexicon, and syntax, would differ in each draft 
approach is accepted since 30?i of the responses to 
content in the SDA involved rewrite, whereas in the 
MDA there was no response of that type. On the 
other hand, in the MDA, in response to comments on 
lexicon, 3 1 .2?6 resulted in ignore changes, whereas 
in the SDA the ratio of ignore category was 0%.



CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background and goals of the study
That foreign language teachers are freguently 

frustrated by learner error in writing is 
undeniable. Yet errors are an inevitable part of 
the process of language acquisition. They provide 
valuable feedback to both teachers and learner 
strategies and progress. They also provide teachers 
with valuable insights in terms of learners' needs 
allowing teachers to make effective comments in 
order to help learners improve their writing skills.

The development of this study was prompted by 
tvro main f actors. The first was six years of 
observation of the writing problems of intermediate 
EFL learners at the Çukurova University Agriculture 
Faculty. These problems were not only grammatical 
but organizational one as well. The second factor 
was the general teaching practices, which focused 
exclusively on mechanics and grammar rather than 
communicative aspects of a written text. As Raimes 
(1983) point out "when we learn a second language we 
learn to communicate with other people: to
understand them, to talk to them, to read what they 
have written and to write to them" fp. 3).

Furthermore, foreign langauge teachers commonly 
respond only to the final products of EFL learners' 
writing. Such exposure to writing instruction
causes learners to regard writing instruction as



grammatical exercises, being unaware of the content 
and organizational features. which play important 
roles for effective communication through writing. 
Besides this. in EF’L classes teachers have had the 
experience of making comments on students' first 
drafts of a composition and receiving unexpected 
responses. Sometimes the students would delete the 
whole passage the teachers commented on. or they 
would make no changes in it, or they would make 
changes which the teachers had not intended by their 
comment. Hence, this study began as an attempt to 
find out what impact teacher comments on different 
aspects of a text, such as content, organization, 
syntax, lexicon, orthography, and punctuation, in 
the single and multi-draft approaches to writing 
have on student responses.
1.2 Statement of the research question
1.2.1 The research question which became the focus 
of this study is: What is the relationship between 
aspects of text (content, organization, lexicon, 
syntax, punctuation, and orthography) teacher 
comments, and student responses (rearrangement, 
substitution, addition, deletion, rewrite. ignore) 
in the revision stages of two approaches to teaching 
writing; single-draft versus multi-draft.
1.2.2 Statement of expectations

This study primarily examines the interaction 
between teacher comments and student responses. It 
is based on the assumption that the multi-draft



approach which encourages students to write several 
drafts in accordance with teacher comments will 
result in a higher number of rearrangement and 
addition responses in students' writings. On the 
other hand, the single-draft approach which can be 
characterized by writing drafts only once will cause 
more substitution and deletion changes compared with 
the multi-draft approach. This expectation is based 
on a study done by Chapin &. Terdal (1990) (See full
discussion in section 3.1) as well as the
researcher's observations when teaching writing.
1.3.1 Experimental hypothesis

In this study, the first hypothesis is that
students in a multi-draft approach class will
respond to teacher comments on aspects of text
(content, organization, lexicon. syntax,
orthography, and punctuation) with a greater number 
of reari'angement and addition changes while students 
in a single-draft approach class will respond with a 
greater number of substitution and deletion changes 
regardless of aspect of text commented on. The 
second hypothesis is that there will be different 
patterns of aspects of text commented on in terms of 
ranking in each draft approach. The third
hypothesis is that the pattern of student responses 
to content, lexicon, and syntax comments will differ 
in the single and multi-draft approaches.

1.3.2 Null hypothesis
There will be no significant difference between



student responses to comments on aspects of text in 
each draft approach. As for the second hypothesis, 
there will be no difference between patterns of 
aspects of text commented on in terms of ranking in 
the single and multi-draft approach. The third null 
hypothesis is that the pattern of student responses 
to content, lexicon, and syntax coraraents will not 
differ in each approach.
1.3.3 Identifications of variables

The variables which define this study are as 
follows:
Dependent variable: Type of student responses in the 
revision stages.
Independent variable: Type of approach, the multi
draft approach and single-draft approach.
Moderator variable: Teacher comments on different 
aspects of text.
1.4 Definitions of variables
1.4.1 The Single-Draft Approach to Writing 

Instruction
For this particular study, the single-draft 

approach (hereafter abbreviated as SDA) refers to a 
product-oriented approach to writing instruction 
which can be characterized by single drafts with 
heavy emphasis on mechanical correctness and 
accuracy of syntax.

SDA generally limits the writers to a single 
draft (Bizzel, 1986; Carnicelli, 1980;) v;ith heavy 
emphasis on correctness and accuracy at the



sentence-level in their written products. It also 
focuses on intensively on organizational and 
stylistic features. The SDA is a product-oriented 
traditional paradigm which emphasizes expository 
writing establishing high importance on product, 
style and form in a linear process with a strict 
plan-write-revise seguence (Hairstone, 1982: Murray. 
1980). Gere (1986) points out that in this approach 
good writing occurs when attention is paid to the 
sentence structure, grammar. mechanics. and 
organizational forms whether it is applied to a good 
or bad idea in a linear process.
1.4.2 The Multi-draft Approach to Writing 

Instruction
In this study, the multi-draft approach to 

teaching writing (hereafter abbreviated as MDA) is 
defined as a composing process which encourages 
students to write several drafts with emphasis not 
only on content and organization but syntax and 
mechanical accuracy as well. The MDA concerns 
itself with the process approach in terms of writing 
several drafts and getting feedback between revision 
stages. in a process-oriented approach the emphasis 
is on the final product with a particular concern 
for the need to develop the sense of audience and 
purpose and the need to communicate meaning (Pica, 

1983).
According to Kehl (1990) the process approach 

to writing is a multiple draft process which



consists of; generating ideas (prewriting): writing
a draft with an emphasis on content (to discover 
meaning/author's ideas); revising ideas in second 
and third drafts and the communication of the 
ideas. She also points out that reader feedback on 
the various drafts is what pushes the v/riter through 
the writing process on to the eventual oroduct.

Perl (1979) defines the process approach to 
v/riting as follows:

Composing does not occur in a straight 
forward. linear fashion. The process is 
one of accumulating discrete words or 
phrases down on the paper and then working 
out from these bits to reflect on 
structure, and then further develop what 
one means to say. It can not be thought 
as a kind of "retrospective structuring;" 
movement forward occurs only when one has 
some sense of where one wants to go. Both 
aspects. the clarifying affect...
Rereading or backward movement become a 
way of assessing whether or not the words 
on the page adequately capture the 
original sense intended, (p. 18)

Perl (1983) contends that the act of writing
simultaneously requires discovery. Writers become
fully aware of what they want to convey as a
message only after having written it. In this way
"the explicit written form serves as a window on the
implicit sense with which one began, (p. 18)

1.4.3 Intermediate level
Students at BUSEL are given a placement test

designed by the BUSEL Testing Office at the
beginning of the year and those students who score 
between fifty and seventy out of a hundred points on 
test are accepted as intermediate level students.
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1.4.4 Aspects of text addressed by teacher comments
In this study, teacher comments on aspects of 

text are categorized in the same way as in Chapin 
and Terdal's (1990) study. The definition of
aspects of text are as follows:
Content: comments that suggest confusing content or 
suggest adding, omitting, expanding, or changing the 
content.
Organization: comments that note confusing or
inappropriate presentation of the material or 
suggest a change in the order of phrases, sentences, 
or paragraphs.
Lexicon: comments that note misuse (in the sense of 
meaning or word form) or omission of or suggest a 
change in any noun, pronoun, verb, adjective, or 
adverb, preposition and conjunctions.
Syntax: comments that note misuse or omission of or 
suggest a change in any function of word such as 
article, demonstrative or possessive adjective, 
modal, qualifier, preposition, conjunction,
subordinator, sentence connector, question word, 
word order, subordinate clause, plural or singular 
form, or otherwise uncategorized syntactic classes. 
Orthography: Comments that suggest a change in
spelling or capitalization.
Punctuation: comments that suggest a change in
punctuation, including paragraph division.



1.4.5 Student responses
Student responses on their drafts are 

categorized as addition, rearrangement, deletion, 
substitution changes as Chapin & Terdal (1990) did 
in their study. However, interestingly enough, 
ignore and rewrite changes happened to be found 
peculiar in each draft approach in this study (see 
full discussion in section 4.1.1).

In this study, student responses which I'efer 
to changes on students' written texts are defined as 
foilows:
Rearrangement: Ultimate changes made on content and 
organization either of a sentence or on a higher 
level in response to teacher comments.
Addition: Changes made by expanding the text by 
adding details without changing the focus or 
organization.
Substitution: Any kind of change made within the 
elements of a sentence by copying teacher comments 
word for V7ord in c)lace of the portion on students' 
original drafts.
Deletion: Any kind of change made within the 
elements of a sentence or at a higher level by 
taking out the portion of a sentence or sentences 
that appear on students' original drafts.
Ignore: Ignore actually refers to no change at all 
in response to the teacher comment. In other words, 
the student takes no notice of or refuses to pay 
attention to the teacher comment.



Rewrite: In this type of change. the student 
eliminates the previously written text either at the 
discourse or paragraph level and produces a new one.
1.5 Overview of methodology

For this study, two intermediate level classes 
from the preparatory school at Bilkent University 
(BUSEL) participated in this study. The teacher of 
one class used a single draft approach to writing 
instruction while the other used a multi-draft 
approach to writing. Three separate conferences 
were held with the MDA teacher. one in the initial 
phase of the study, one in the middle, and the other 
at the end of the study. On the other hand, since 
the SDA class revised only once. two separate 
conferences, one at the beginning and the other in 
the middle of the were held. These conferences were 
held to make sure that the researcher and the 
teachers of both classes were in agreement with the 
steps to be followed and to maintain the necessary 
methodological focus throughout the study.

Before the study began, the researcher 
explained the steps to be followed the participating 
teachers. Throughout the study, both the researcher 
and the teachers of both classes were in close 
contact since the study required several steps to be 
followed, such as having the compositions with 
teacher comments photocopied once for the SDA class 
and twice for the MDA class and also having the 
compositions photocopied with changes made by the



students in response to teacher comments on a clean 
copy. Both classes wrote a thirty minute essay on 
the topic "Exams are Unfair and Do Not Serve a
Useful Purpose". The criteria for choosing this 
topic was based on the assumption that it was
relevant to students' interest and it would also 
motivate students to write. On the other liand. the 
reason for giving the same topic in each class was 
to examine and point out the differences between
aspects of text the teachers of the SElA and MDA
class commented on.

In this study, the single-draft class revised 
once in accordance with teacher comments on the 
drafts. After the SDA class wrote the comoositions 
on the given topic, the teacher of this class 
brought these compositions home with her to be 
commented on. For the following step, the teacher 
handed the students' compositions to the researcher 
to be photocopied. After having them photocopied, 
the researcher gave the original compositions with 
teacher comments to the teacher of the SDA class, 
kept the photocopied ones and asked the teacher to 
have the students revise their compositions on a 
clean copy in accordance with the teacher's 
comments. As the final step for the SDA class, the 
teacher submitted the revised versions of the 
students' compositions to the researcher.

Similar to the procedure followed for the SDA 
class, the students in the MDA class were asked to

10



write compositions on the same topic. The teacher 
commented on those compositions at home and later 
gave them to the researcher to be photocopied. 
Next, the researcher handed those compositions back 
and the students in the MDA class revised in
response to the teacher's comments on a clean copy. 
The same procedure was followed for the second 
drafts. Finally. the MDA class teacher submitted 
the revised versions of students' compositions to 
the researcher. The original revised versions of 
the compositions were submitted to the teachers of 
both the MDA and SDA classes to be distributed to 
the students in class since this is the usual 
routine they follow as a necessity in the
implementation of the curriculum.
1.5.1 Analytical procedure

In this study, student responses to teacher 
comments in their drafts were classified by the type 
of change made and then tabulated by approach. 
Comparisons were made on the basis of percentages.
1.6 Organization of thesis

The first chapter introduces the background and 
goals of the study, statement of the research 
question, hypotheses, identification of variables, 
overview of methodology as well as the organization 
of thesis. The second chapter is a review of 
literature related to the study. The third chapter 
identifies the methodology used for collecting data. 
The fourth chapter consists of presentation and

11



analysis of data. The fifth chapter presents the 
conclusions drawn from the study, implications and 
suggestions for further study.

12



REVIEW OF LITERATURE
2.1 Introduction

This chapter describes the product-oriented and 
process-oriented approaches to writing instruction 
and discusses some of the empirical research related 
to the aspects of text which teachers comment on and 
student responses in these two aporoaches.

Traditionally, students' written products are 
evaluated according to the grammar, punctuation and 
spelling errors. This results from the fact that 
the traditional philosophy of teaching languages has 
persuaded teachers that students are not ready to 
create language; they are only ready to manipulate 
forms. Students' writing is carefully controlled so 
that students see only correct language and practice 
grammar structures that they have learned. P’or
example, Escholz (1980) describes the product- 
oriented traditional paradigm as reading and 
discussion of a model essay. He also maintains that 
in the product-oriented approach it is better to 
anticipate problems than to deal with them as they 
occur. In addition, students are asked to complete 
brief exercises or drills that provide imitative 
practice and are designed to help them improve their 
writing style, usually on a single draft. More
precisely, in this approach students are asked to 
follow three basic steps: students read the model

CHAPTER 2



sentence or paragraph and analyze the structure of 
the model, pointing out distinctive stylistic 
features, and write a sentence or a paragraph in 
close imitation of the model. During this linear 
process, students are often encouraged to emulate 
the essays they have reeid and to apply what, they 
have learned about good writing from their own 
writing experience.

However, in recent decades there has been a 
shift from the product-oriented to the process- 
oriented approach in teaching writing. This shift 
is partly due to dissatisfaction teachers have felt 
with the inadequacy of the product-centered view of 
writing. Several critics (Emig, 1976; Garrison, 
1974; Sommers, 1980) feel that models intimidate 
students and that the study of models makes students 
feel awkward and uncomfortable about writing. They 
claim that models are too good, and students are, 
thus, overwhelmed by the distance between them.seIves 
and the professional writer. For example, Moffett 
(1970) says that students feel this situation 
threatening by implying a kind of competition in 
which they are bound to lose. Furthermore, a 
growing number of critics (Perl, 1981; Zamel, 1985) 
feel that the product-oriented approach to writing 
instruction, with its heavy emphasis on rules, 
patterns and style, has focused excessive attention 
on the finished product.

14



2.2 An overview of the single-draft approach to
writing instruction
The single-draft approach to writing

instruction, with its heavy emphasis on mechanics 
and accuracy of syntax on a sinale draft viev/s 
writing as a product-centered, linear process rather 
than as a composing process. In regard to this, 
Corbett (1965) explains the notion of teaching 
writing with a single-draft approach as emphasis on 
correct usage, correct grammar and correct spelling 
with a limited number of drafts. In this approach, 
the focus is on the topic sentence, the various 
methods of developing a paragraph and the whole 
trinity of unity, coherence and emphasis. According 
to Hillocks (1986a) in the product-oriented approach 
the teacher often asks students to identify parts of 
speech, parts of sentences, types of sentences, and 
types of clauses. The underlying assumption beneath 
this conception of writing is that if one knows the 
appropriate forms, one can use them effectively and 
knowing them is largely the ability to use them in 
their writing. As with Hillocks, Koch and Brazil 
(1978) view the product-oriented approach as aiming 
to present lectures on formal rhetoric, illustrating 
with examples of paragraph and essay development, 
and to assign the students professionally written 
essays for reading and classroom essays. On the 
other hand. Escholz (1980) states that in a typical 
SDA writing class students are first asked to study

15



an example of rhetorical mode, and then answer 
questions about organization, paragraph development 
and sentence structure of the model essay. Finally, 
each student is asked to write his or her own essay, 
focusing merely on the linguistic and stylistic 
features on their single drafts.

In the product-centered traditional paradigm, 
the commonly valued aspect of a written text is 
grammar. Fulkerson (1979) points out that good 
writing in this approach refers to correctness at 
the sentence-level. In the classroom, the purpose 
of studying certain aspects of text. particularly 
grammar, is to provide the teacher with key values 
such as syntactic problems that cause problems on 
the part of the writer. On the other hand. Olson 
(1990) states that this approach can be well 
characterized in terms of helping students express 
themselves elegantly with elaborate words and 
complex structures in five paragraphs; 1. 
Introduction, 2. Three body paragraphs with topic 
sentences, 3. Conclusion.

Carnicelli (1980) says that in the SDA the act 
of writing usually covers only one stage. The 
students write a composition on a given topic and 
then hand it in to the teacher to be graded. 
Teachers act as grade givers focusing their coaiments 
on those aspects of text related to syntax, 
spelling, and punctuation as well as style.

Thus, in the product-oriented approach writing

16



is regarded as drilling students in the basic rules 
of correctness. The act of writing is regarded as a 
technical skill rather than an intellectual process 
since it follows only a plan and write seauence 
without attending to the content of the written 
text.
2.3 An overview of the multi-draft approach to 

writing instruction
The MDA to teaching writing emphasizes the 

importance of the cyclical and recursive nature of 
v/riting. This approach to teaching v/riting also 
emphasizes the stages of composing by offering 
students procedures that will help them in choosing 
the topics, gathering information, organizing their 
thoughts, composing and revising. In other words, 
this approach largely concerns itself with process 
writing in terms of going through several stages, 
writing several drafts. The most striking aspect in 
this approach is the opportunity given to students 
to work on different aspects of a text. Moreover, 
during the process of writing students write several 
drafts, turn in the revised versions, get feedback 
and finally reach the final product by being guided 
toward accuracy of expression. Raimes (1985) states 
that a process-oriented approach to teaching 
stresses generating ideas, writing drafts, producing 
feedback and revising in an attempt to produce 
meaningful written products.

The MDA, which is a process-oriented approach.

17



can be characterized by encouraging students to 
V7rite multiple drafts of assignments attaching 
importance to content primarily in the initial 
drafts and dealing with correction of errors in the 
final drafts. It stresses the interactional 
features by pointing out the importance of mutual 
communication through teacher comments and student 
responses on various drafts. Further,. Legum and 
Krashen (1972) point out writing as a process covers 
conceptualizing, planning, writing and editing. As 
with Legum and Krashen, Draper (1979) postulated a 
five-stage model which includes pre-writing, 
transcribing, reformulating, writing, and editing. 
Process is inherent in the act of every learning and 
reguires going through several stages recursively. 
Hillocks (1986b) suggests that the process 
orientation exists inherently in both the "natural 
process" and "environmental" modes both of which are 
considered to be more successful than the more 
common "presentational" (product-oriented) mode.

In the MDA, teacher responses constitute one of 
the fundamental elements. It is the input from a 
reader to a writer which provides information for 
revision. In other words, they are the comments, 
questions, and suggestions a reader gives to a 
writer to produce effective writing and meaningful 
text. Decker and Kathy (1985) say:

18
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The learner is an active participant in 
the learning process, collaborating with 
his teacher/coach to make meaning. He is 
afforded an opportunity to think, to read, 
and to write in a critical,
discriminatincr, and meaningful context f p .
3)

In other words, in the composing process, in order
to produce meaningful context. the writer and the
teacher cooperate with each other. This cooperation
provides the writer with an invaluable opportunity
in terms of thinking from a broader perspective,
thus producing more communicative and effective
written texts. Cooper (1977) explains the
importance of interaction between teacher comments
and student responses as follows:

What we know as a composing process 
encourages us to use response-to-writing 
activities. We would be naive to think we 
could improve a verbal— cognitive- 
experiental process like composing with 
penci1-and-paper, fi11-in-the-blank
exercises or with the pre-teaching of 
rhetorical and usage rules, (p. 21)

In other words, in writing there is no use of being
told what to do or avoid in advance on the written
product. On the contrary, during the process, to
get immediate, supportive and helpful response to
what is written and then to write again is a
meaningful act.

As Sommers (1980) points out evaluative
comments on students' texts should serve as aids in 
revising rather than as justifications of particular 
grades. Between the revision stages, the purpose of 
teacher comments is to help students put their ideas 
on the page in written form when they are



prematurely concerned with accuracy of their written 
product. Namely, the teacher is involved in the 
writing process as a participant or a helper, not as 
a grade giver. As with Sommers, Murray (1980) 
points out that in the process-oriented approach, 
the teacher and the student face the task of 
meaning-making together. This reguires of the
writing teacher a special kind of courage in order 
to encourage students to start an exploration 
together. Besides this, the writing teachers have 
to restrain themselves from providing content, 
taking care not to inhibit the students from finding 
their own subjects, their own forms, and their own 
1anguage.
2.3.1 The stages of the writing process

In the MDA, writing is often described as an 
ongoing mental activity with several stages. 
Between these stages the student and teacher 
interact with a comment-response sequence on several 
drafts. Hence, these stages are not necessarily 
linear and discrete. Contrarily, they are recursive 
and require significant things to happen within 
them. These stages are crucially important and 
require certain attitudes and skills both on the 
writer's and teacher's part. The MDA, which is a 
process-oriented approach, is evident in terms of 
encouraging writers to undergo several stages which 
serve a particular purpose. It is often referred to 
as the "writing process". For example, students
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write drafts before submitting their written work to 
the teacher. Thus. the teacher has the option of 
offering suggestions which require another draft. 
Normally, what these students finally submit is 
better for their having gone through the first 
stage. The writing teachers' whole endeavour is to 
help students produce gradually improving written 
products. As a result of this, all the stages in 
the process-oriented approach have their particular 
importance.
2.3.1.1 Pre-writing

Pre-writing refers to the beginning of the 
process. It can also be described as getting into 
the mood and sorting out the material in mind. As 
Murray (1980) says it is the stage of the writing 
process in which "the writer in the mind" tries to 
make himself or herself ready before knowing for 
sure what he or she will write about. Pre-writing 
includes any experience, activity or exercise that 
motivates students to generate ideas for writing or 
helps a writer focus on a particular topic. This 
stage is, in particular, helpful in terms of 
encouraging students to discover what they have to 

say.
According to Britton (1975) pre-writing is the 

stage in which a writer's past experiences and 
frames of references serve to colour facts which 
have been gathered. Writers then analyze, 
synthesize, interpret facts in relation to their



point of view. Furthermore, pre-writing is all the 
thoughts, sights, sounds, tastes. feelings, opinions 
and attitudes a person has ever experienced. It is 
a period of calling memories out of storage and 
finding ways of expressing them clearly and 
comfortably. In this stage, talking and writing 
occur together. In other words, this stage prepares 
writers for the following stages which require them 
to write several drafts.

Elbow (1973) suggests that students write 
better in a more authentic voice if they do not try 
to create and edit simultaneously. He also 
emphasizes the importance of writing freely first 
and then generating fairly long stretches of prose. 
Perl (1979) also stresses the danger of premature 
editing. Perl argues that premature editing, which 
he finds harmful, covers tinkering with sentences, 
trying to get them to conform to rules the writer 
has heard about or imagined. He also maintains that 
inexperienced writers never generate enough 
discourse to have anything to arrange.
2.3.1.2 Writing

This stage in the writing process includes 
producing a draft. At this point, writers have 
collected and sorted the raw material; they have 
selected a topic, explored the topic through 
prewriting, and are ready to write. Writing in this 
way is not the mere transcribing or paraphrasing of 
someone else's work. It definitely refers to the



expression of the writer's ideas. The primary goal 
of this stage on the part of writers is to develop 
fluency and confidence. It is possible only after 
this stage to be able to consider adeguately the 
role of their audience and the purpose in their 
writing.

Murray (1980) says that drafting is the most 
accurate term for the central stage of the writing 
process, since it covers the tentative nature of the 
writer's written experiments in meaning. He also 
points out that this stage is in particular, the 
backbone of process-oriented writing since the 
writing process implies finding one's own meaning. 
Murray also notes that during writing four primary 
forces interact. During this stage the writers are 
collecting and connecting, and writing and
rereading. As writers collect a piece of
information, they try to associate it with other 
pieces of information; finally, the material writers 
collect turns out to be so immense that it requires 
connecting into larger units. Dvorak (1986) says 
that self-editing in this stage requires all
students to write a first draft which should be 
revised into a better, but not, perfect, composition 
before the teacher sees it.
2.3,1.3 Revising

As Murray (1980) points out revising is the 
final stage in the writing process. At this stage 
the writer investigates the topic, the material.
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from an objective point of view as a reader and then 
moves on to interacting with it. It is at this 
stage that the writer develops. cuts and reorders 
his piece of writing. Murray also argues that 
during this part of the process the writer must try 
not to force the writing to what the writer expected 
the text would say, but instead try to help the 
writing to say what it aims to say. As with Murray, 
Hairstone (1982) views revision as a part of an 
ongoing orocess. not a one-time event after 
completion of a draft. Revision is the stage in 
which the students have the opportunity to see their 
product again and revise their writing for content 
as well as mechanics.

The revising stage can be of real value when 
reinforced with certain strategies such as 
conferencing, peer reading, peer critiquing or peer 
evaluation. Each name refers to a particular type 
of feedback.

Conferences, which essentially refer to oral 
feedback, require the interaction of student-writer 
and teacher-reader. The teacher-reader is a "live" 
audience and thus is able to ask for clarification, 
check the comprehensibility of oral comment made by 
the reader to sort out the problems, and help the 
student in decision making. Thus. the teacher's 
role can be perceived as a participant in the 
process-oriented writing approach. Proett and Gill 
(1986) make a distinction between grading and giving
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comments by noting that a grade tells nothing about 
the specific strength or weakness of the written 
work.
2.4 An overview of teacher comments on aspects of 

a text in the single-draft and multi-draft 
approaches to teaching writing instruction
Traditionally, teachers have responded only to

the final product of a student's writing. Moreover,
teachers have focused their comments on mechanics.
It can be argued that comments merely on mechanics
and surface structure may overshadow any comment on
students' ideas. When their papers are graded.
comments serve primarily to justify the grade rather
than to help students learn; further, written
comments tend to be phrased so generally that they
carry little meaning. Brown (1986) suggests that
there is no clear relation betvæen knowledge of
grammar and ability to write. According to Brown:

with grammar, mechanics, usage tests as 
the hard foundation for grades in English, 
it is inevitable that the English teacher 
would examine grammar, mechanics, and 
usage most closely in student writing, 
when such writing is required. This ties 
the textbook unit tests and short quizzes 
to the open ended tests which student 
essays tend to become. Writing exercises 
become "field tests" to see how well 
students apply in a broader context the 
facts they have learned one at a time 
through drill and practice, (p. 121)

Brown points out that the teacher's job is then to
convey language knowledge through systematic, linear
instruction of elements, relying primarily upon
drill, practice, memorization, and tests that both
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andrequire and reinforce drill, practice 

memorization.
One of the striking features that makes the 

distinction between the aspects of the text on which 
the teacher comments in the process-oriented and 
product-oriented approaches to teaching writing is 
that in the traditional paradigm teachers usually 
view the drafts as a final product and offer 
comments primarily related to style and linguistic 
features. However. the process-oriented approach 
attaches importance to the recursive nature of the 
writing process in which students write multiple 
drafts receiving constructive feedback on various 
aspects of text such as content. organization, and 
communicative features. Onore (1984) emphasizes 
that on early drafts teachers should comment on 
content in order to prolong students' involvement in 
writing and avoid premature closure of the writing 
process. Sommers (1982) points out that comments on 
early drafts that focus on form, rather than on 
meaning give the students the impression that the 
draft is "a fixed piece, frozen in time, that just 
needs editing" (p. 151).

Graves (1983) and Hillocks (1986b) point out 
that when every piece of writing is commented on by 
the teacher, students have little opportunity to 
practice evaluating their own progress. Namely, 
when a teacher gives comments on both the sentence 
and discourse level simultaneously, those comments



cause dilemma on the part of the writer, then 
students become distracted about the purpose of the 
writing. As a result of this, thev can hardly 
evaluate their ov;n progress.

The knowledge of grammar and abilitv to write 
refer to different aspects of writing. In order to 
obtain communicative and meaningful texts, signs of 
faultv grammar can be disregarded in the initial 
stages of writing. Otherwise students assume that 
learning to write depends on the application and 
mastery of rules and prescription, a notion which is 
far from the inherent nature of writing process. 
Sommers (1982) notes that students are often 
instructed to make surface and editorial changes and 
to develop the meaning simultaneously but are given 
hardly any cues as to which problems are most 
important. Thus, "students misunderstanding of the 
revision process as a rewording activity is 
reinforced by teacher's comments" (p.lSl).

Because writing teachers invest so much time 
responding to student writing, researchers (Chapin 
and Terdal 1990; Zamel 1985; Ziv, 1984) investigated 
how composition teachers respond to their students' 
texts. These investigations have revealed that 
teachers respond to most writing as if it were a 
final draft, thus reinforcing an extremely 
constricted notion of composing.

Sommer's (1982) study of teacher comments that 
were intended to motivate revision indicates that
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comments take students' attention away from their 
own purposes in writing a particular text and focus 
attention on the teachers' purpose in commenting. 
According to Murray (1984) "we want our students to 
perform to the standards of other students, to study 
v/hat we plan for them to study and to learn from it 
what we or our teachers learned" (p. 7). As a 
result. students revise according to the changes 
that teachers impose on the text. Students are 
given the impression that v/hat they wanted to say is 
not as important as what their teachers wanted to 
say. Brannon and Knoublouch (1982) point out that 
teacher comments have an impact on pre-empting 
control of important decision making processes, 
allowing their own "ideal texts to dictate choices 
that properly belong to the writers" (p. 164). 
Moreover, these ideal texts may interfere with the 
teachers' ability to read and interpret texts, with 
the result that texts may be misread and comments 
may be inaccurate, misleading, or inappropriate 
(Greenbaum and Taylor, 1981: Sommers, 1982).

One recent study done by Cummings (1983) 
provides insight into how ESL teachers respond to 
student writing. An examination of these teachers' 
responses to the same student paper suggests that 
error identification is in fact the most widely used 
technique, that teachers' responses to the same text 
differ, and that the error-identification techniques 
vary considerably. In addition, Applebee (1981)



points out that teachers still respond most
frequently to mechanical errors. In his study he 
found that 80% of foreign language teachers ranked 
mechanical errors as the most important criterion 
for responding to the student writing.

Semke (19841 studied the effects of four
different methods of responding to students' 
writing. She compared the results of commenting on 
the students' written texts by writing responses to 
the content, correcting all the grammatical errors, 
making positive comments and marking the errors and 
requiring that students correct all the marked 
errors. Her study indicated that overt correction 
of student writing tended to have negative side 
effects on both the quality of subsequent 
compositions and student attitudes toward writing in 
the foreign language. The findings of these studies 
support Corder (1981) and Brumfit (1980), who have 
hypothesized that learners will retain feedback only 
if they are forced to revise as a problem solving 
activity. Brumfit identifies six different methods 
of providing feedback, ranging from locating an 
error by using an error code to simply asking 
students to revise without any feedback at all. The 
findings of his study revealed the feedback 
treatment which required locating an error by using 
error code had a significant effect on improving the 
students' overall writing quality.

Robb, Ross and Shortreed (1986) did a study in
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order to verify the findings of Hendrickson (1978). 
Lalande (1982), and Semke (1984) an an EFL context. 
Their study contrasted four types of feedback: 1. 
commenting on lexical. svntactic, and stylistic 
errors: 2. marking in an abbreviated code system in 
which the type of the error is indicated: 3. 
pointing out the place of an error but not 
explaining the nature of the problem and indicatina 
specifically why the instructor chose to mark any 
given part of the composition and. 4. giving 
marginal feedback which required the students to 
search for the places in need of revision and 
correct once an error was located. The results of 
this study showed that highly detailed feedback on 
sentence-1 eve 1 mechanics is not worth the 
instructors time and effort. Alternatively, 
teachers can respond to student v/riting with 
comments that force the writer back to the initial 
stages of composing, or what Sommers (1982) refers 
to as "chaos", "back to the point where they are 
shaping and restructuring their meaning" (p. 154).

Further, Gok (1991) did a study with 14 EFL 
Turkish teachers and 14 students. His study focused 
on the Turkish EFL teachers' error correction 
strategies and the students' revision strategies. 
The result of this study revealed that EFL teachers 
tend to focus more on the form than on content of 
the student compositions and that students do the 
same in the revision process.
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2.5 Student responses to teacher comments in the 
revision process
Revision has been a subject of concern in a 

variety of studies (Moss.. 1988; Perl. 1931). 
Revision can be described as moving back and forth 
for a variety of purposes, such as rethinking the 
content of the text, rereading, and deciding upon 
revisions. At this stage, the V7ritten product 
undergoes several changes in response to teacher 
comments. These changes might be at various levels, 
such as filling out the first structure of the first 
draft by providing more detail and supplying more 
information commented on by the teacher. avoidina a 
problematic structure by deleting it either within 
the sentence or the text level, and rearranging the 
parts to provide a more abstract and solid 
foundation at the discourse level.

Chapin and Terdal (1990) investigated the 
responses of ESI. students to teachers' written 
comments on essay drafts. The subjects who
participated in this study were 15 students in 
intensive college ESL courses. Five lower-
intermediate level writing teachers were involved in 
this study. The students wrote essay drafts, which 
were turned in to teachers for graded comments. In 
all but one class only two drafts were reguired: 
there were no conferences or peer evaluations; the 
teachers wrote comments on the first draft and 
assigned a grade to the final draft. One teacher.
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in this study, required three drafts. She had the 
students revise their compositions three times 
commenting primarily on content and organization on 
the first draft and on the second draft her comments 
were primarily related to form. Teacher comments 
were categorized as implicit comments. direct 
corrections, or pointing out an error by- 
underlining. On the other hand, the focus of 
comments (content, organization, lexicon, syntax, 
orthography, and punctuation) and student chanaes 
(addition, deletion, substitution, rearrangement) 
were tabulated. The results of this study revealed 
that students read and use teachers' comments to 
edit and expand compositions. On the other hand, 
teacher comments did not do a good job of 
intervening in the writing process and comments 
often appropriated meaning and the students 
tolerated the appropriation.

On the other hand, Ziv (1984) studied the 
effects of her written comments on the conceptual, 
structural, lexical and sentential levels of 
compositions written in her college freshman writing 
course. The native speakers in Ziv's study 
frequently revised without understanding why her 
direct corrections had been made or avoided dealing 
with the comments by deleting the portions of the 
text. They responded favourably to the explicit 
comments on specific suggestions for revising their 
texts and clarifying their ideas. Implicit comments
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were not as helpful because students either did not 
recognize the problems or lacked the strategies for 
making the needed revisions.

Moss's (1988) study indicates that writers, no 
matter how old they are, review, but skilled writers 
review to make changes on the meaning level as 
opposed to unskilled writers who review for accuracy 
at the sentence level. Like Moss, Sommer's (1980) 
study, which compared college freshman and adult 
writers, showed that adult writers made more changes 
at the text level while the student writei* revisions 
were basically related with rewording. On the otlner 
hand. Bridewell (1980) did a study with a hundred 
randomly selected seniors in high school. The 
results showed that if the students are offered 
opportunity, they make revisions on the average of 
about 61'6 percent, and almost all of the changes 
were done on the first drafts at the sentence-level, 
none at the text level.

Other studies (Failgly & Witte, 1981; Flower & 
Hayes, 1981; Perl, 1979) reveal that unskilled 
writers revise large segments of their work less 
often than skilled writers do, and when they revise, 
it is usually for the purpose of making necessary 
changes on the surface-level rather than for 
assessing the fit between their plans and their 
product. On the other hand, the purpose of the 
revision of the unskilled writers is to edit the 
changes which focus on the form rather than the
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content. In addition, the results in these studies 
indicate that experienced writers spend little time 
considering the reader: they find it difficult to
move from their "writer-based orose" to prose that 
conveys a message to the reader.

Stallard's (1974) study investigated the 
revising strategies of ESL students. In his study, 
he found that in the revision processes, while a 
group of skilled writers and’a randomly selected 
group of novice writers did substitution changes 
within the elements of a sentence, the skilled 
writers tended to make rearrangement and addition 
changes within a sentence or at a higher level. 
Stallard's study has shown that skilled writers 
tended to change the whole sentence or paragraph in 
order to create new ideas and provide a more 
abstract foundation at the discourse level in
contrast to unskilled writers who focused on single 
words which affected only the accuracy of syntax.
2.6 Summary

Most of the studies which focus on teacher 
comments and student responses reveal that the main 
focus of interest on students' text is the mechanics 
and accui'acy of syntax and lexicon rather than the 
communicative aspect of the text. Owing to teacher 
comments, students spend most of their time
concentrating on the surface structure of their 
written work in the revision stages. Furthermore, 
the priorities established in teacher responses on
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drafts in the revision processes encourage the 
students to address certain asoects of the v/ritten 
work. Purves (1984) suggests that teachers need to 
play a whole range of roles as readers of student 
writing and adopt those that are appropriate for the 
various stages of a developing text.

Students in the composing process can be helped 
to understand through teacher comments that meaning- 
level issues and accuracy and correctness of surface 
structure should be attended to simultaneously in 
the process of developing texts.



CHAPTER 3 
METHODOLOGY

3.1 Introduction
The basic goal of this study was to determine 

whether the aspects of text which teachers comraent 
on (content, organization, syntax, lexicon, 
punctuation, and orthography) have an impact on 
charsaes made by the students in single and multi
draft approaches to teaching writing. It was
hypothesized that in the MDA to v/riting i nsti'uct i on, 
the students would make more rearrangement and 
addition changes whereas. in the SDA to teaching 
writing changes such as substitution and deletion 
would be higher compared with MDA (see section 1.4.1 
and 1.4.2). As for the second hypothesis, it was 
assumed that there would be different patterns of 
aspect of text commented on in terms of ranking in 
each draft approach. Furthermore, it was also
hypothesized that patterns of student responses to 
aspects of text would differ in the single and 
multi-draft approaches.

Traditionally, writing teachers have responded 
to the final product of a student's writing. 
However, a number of studies (Burkland and Grimm, 
1984; Lynch and Klemans, 1978: Ziv, 1984) suggest 
that comments on final drafts are ineffective in 
terms of students' writing performance. In fact, 
although teachers may state that they attach more



importance to content and organization when marking 
students' written compositions, their written 
comments are related primarily to form; spellina. 
agreement. and verb endings (S'earle ?<, Dillon. 1982; 
Siegal, 1982). Hence. it is not astonisliing that 
the changes made by the student.s mirror their 
teachers' comments. Most of the chanĝ эs are made as 
a result of the type of teacher comments. These 
written comments lead students to edit or expand 
their essays by adding details or explanation, and 
also revise, focusing on grammatical problems, by 
directly correcting those portions commented on by 
the teacher.

In the SDA. which is product-oriented rather 
than process-oriented, only a limited portion of the 
writing process is emphasized; the student is given 
a topic and writes a single draft: the teacher
comments on the draft by correcting student errors 
which are usually related to form and finally grades 
the draft, then assigns another topic. This plan- 
write-revise sequence is followed in a typical 
traditional classroom.

On the other hand, the MDA emphasizes the 
importance of focusing students' attention toward 
the importance of improving the written product 
through effort and revising on. multiple drafts, and 
helping students improve their writing and become 
good writers. Previous studies (Chapin Terda 1 , 
1990; Flov/er & Hayes, 1981: Semlce. 1984) suggest
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that if grammar or the surface structure of the 
written product are seen as the most crucial aspect 
of a text, pit is a bare chance to improve students' 
writing skills. On the other hand, if students are 
encouraged to focus on content primarily rather than 
linauistic features, students im.Drovement in writing 
will be evident.

This study did not replicate anv previous study 
since it focused on EFL classes rather than ESL or 
LI. However, it drew primarily on some elements of 
methodological procedure from the study done by 
Chapin and Terdal (1990) and also suggestions from 
several studies reviewed in Chapter 2. However, 
this study differs in several aspects from the study 
done by Chapin and Terdal (1990), (see full 
discussion section 4.1.1).

Chapin and Terdal investigated the responses of 
fifteen lower-intermediate ESL writing students to 
their teachers' written comments on their essay 
drafts. Five ESL teachers of lower-intermediate 
writing participated in this study. Four teachers, 
considered their writing classes to be process 
oriented. On the other hand, only one teacher 
stated that his philosophy of teaching reflected 
adherence to a product approach.

In Chapin and Terdal's study, in five classes 
there was a total of only 15 students whose ages 
ranged from 21 to 30. In all but one class only two 
drafts were written; there were no conferences or
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peer evaluations; the teachers wrote comments on the 
first draft and assigned a grade to the final draft. 
One teacher reauired three drafts. On the first 
draft she wrote comments related only to content or 
organization, and on the second draft her comments 
related primarily to form.

The results of their study indicated that b4'?.i 
of teacher comments focused on form fsyntax, 
orthography, and punctuation) and 20% addressed 
lexical items. Only 15?6 of the comments focused on 
content and less than 1% on organization. Besides 
this, the most common form of change in student 
responses were addition and deletion. Nearly 47% of 
all changes were substitutions. Another 34% of the 
changes were additions, while 14% resulted in 
deletions. Only 6^ involved rearrangements either 
of elements within a sentence or on a higher level.
3.2 Research design

This study was done at Bilkent University 
School of English Languages (BUSED. Two EFL 
intermediate level classes were selected as the 
single-draft and multi-draft classes. Each class 
was selected on recommendation of instructors in 
BUSEL. The teachers who conducted the study 
accepted involvement in this research willingly. By 
choosing willing teachers who were in favour of 
different approaches, the single-draft teacher as 
being product-oriented and the multi-draft teacher 
as process-oriented, the researcher was to conduct
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the study with the cooperation of the teachers.
The level of the students in BUSEL is

determined through a placement test given at the 
beginning of the year and the students whose scores 
ranged between fifty and seventy are considered a.s 
intermediate level students. The reason for
selecting intermediate level students is based on 
the researcher's examination of students writing 
samples which were written previously. The students 
at this level of proficiency can express their own 
ideas and feelings, and communicate effectively 
through sufficient vocabulary and grammatical
knowledge in their writing.
3.3 Subjects

Two EFL teachers participated in this study. 
The teacher who was particularly well-known as 
being in favour of a process-oriented approach, 
namely, having students revise their drafts several 
times,was designated the multi-draft teacher. The 
other teacher expressed her preferences for the 
single-draft class as it was her own style to have 
students revise their drafts only once.

In this study, twenty-one intermediate level 
students, nine being in the MDA and twelve in the 
SDA class, participated in this study. Four of the 
students were female, and five were male in the MDA 
class. On the other hand, the SDA class consisted 
of nine male and two female students. The age of 
the subjects ranged between seventeen and twenty.
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All of them were native speakers of Turkish and it 
was their first year in the BUSEL program. This 
study was done during regular class hours.
3.4 Materials

In this study. both the SDA and MDA classes 
wrote on the topic "Exams are Unfair and Do Not 
.Serve a Useful Purpose". The criteria for choo.si.ng 
this topic was that it would motivate students to 
write, since it was presumed to be relevant to their 
interests and their experience. On the other hand, 
the reason for assigning the same topic for both 
classes was to eliminate the possibility of topic 
influence on comments in the two approaches.
3.5 Data collection

In the beginning of the study, a conference was 
held between the researcher and the SDA and MDA 
class teachers. During the conference, the steps 
that should be followed were discussed. Both the 
SDA and MDA teachers would assign a common topic. 
After the compositions were written, both teachers 
would offer comments on the drafts and submit the 
drafts with comments to the researcher. The 
researcher would photocopy and would hand them back 
to the teachers to be distributed in class and 
revised by the students. The researcher emphasised 
the importance of having students write their drafts 
and the collection of the papers in class for fear 
that students might take them home and not bring 
them back. Two conferences were held with the SE)A
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teacher during the study since the subjects in her 
class were required to revise their drafts in 
response to teacher comments. On the other hand, 
three conferences were held with the MDA teacher, 
one during the study, and the other at the end of 
the study.
3.5.1 Week One

During the first writing of the comDositions, 
the MDA teacher had the students pool their ideas 
asking them to think about the statement she wrote 
on the board. The statement was "It is much better 
to go to a foreign country by yourself than a 
package tour". Then she asked their opinions, 
whether they agreed with it or not. The subjects 
discussed the points for and against for ten 
minutes. Later, the students wrote down their 
points of view related to the topic. For the
following activity, the students were told to study 
a model essay by completing the blanks with
appropriate connectors, such as "At first sight". 
"In contrast to each other", "In addition". On the 
other hand", and so forth. Once the students read 
and completed the model essay with appropriate 
connectors, the teacher asked questions which would 
help them reconstruct the kind of plan the model 
essay had. This exercise was done for the purpose 
of enabling the students to see the basis for 
constructing an argumentative essay. Afterwards, 
the teacher asked the students to analyze the
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technique employed in the model argumentative essay 
and decide on the most important points in the 
paragraph and how to link them. For the followina 
activity, the teacher asked students to write on the 
topic "Exams are Unfair and Do Not Serve a Useful 
Purpose" which required the students to construct 
the paragraphs around a different contrast, using 
linking words they had studied as an exercise on the 
handouts distributed by the teacher. At the end of 
the lesson, the teacher collected the compositions. 
The MDA teacher took the drafts home with her to be 
commented on at home. The following day, the 
researcher took those compositions, had them 
photocopied and held a conference with the MDA 
teacher to discuss the steps that would take place 
in the following week.

On the othei* hand, in the first week of the 
study, the SDA class teacher started the writing 
class with a warm up activity by asking question.s 
such as "what do you think about exams?", "How are 
your scores, low or high?", "Do they really assess 
one's knowledge". The students discussed their 
views. Meanwhile, the teacher wrote the common 
views in note form. After this ten-minute activity, 
the teacher asked the students to write a 
composition on the same topic as the MDA students 
which was "Exams are Unfair and Do Not Serve a 
Useful Purpose". At the end of the writing class, 
the papers were collected by the instructor since
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the teacher feared that students might not bring the 
papers back or would lose them.

Following the same procedure as the MDA class 
teacher. the SDA instructor took the students' 
drafts home with her to comment on them. The 
following day, the researcher got those drafts, had 
them photocopied and went over the last step that 
would be followed by the SDA teacher in the 
following week.
3.5.2 Week Two

In the second week of the MDA writing class, in 
the last twenty minutes of the writing class, the 
instructor distributed the original experimental 
drafts with her comments and asked them to revise 
the initial drafts according to her comments that 
appeared on their papers. The students did the
revision of their essays. At the end of the writing 
class, the MDA teacher collected the revised version 
of the compositions. On the same day, those drafts 
revised by the MDA class subjects were submitted to 
the researcher by the teacher. The researcher, 
after having them photocopied, handed back the 
second drafts of the students. The MDA instructor 
commented on the revised version of students' drafts 
at home for the second time and they were then 
photocopied. During the mid-conference with the MDA 
teacher, the students' drafts were handed back to 
the teacher and the teacher and the researcher 
talked about the last steps that would take place in
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the third week.
In the second week of the SDA writing clas.s, 

the instructor distributed the students' drafts at
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the beainning of the lesson and asked student s t o
revise them. i n response to her comments that
appeared on their■ drafts. The time allocated for
the revision in this clas3 was twenty minutes. For
the rest of the class hour the teacher gave the 
topic of the week assigned by the writing committee 
in BUSEL. At the end of the class, she collected 
all the papers. After that, the SDA instructor 
submitted the revised drafts to the researcher. In 
the second week, the SDA class completed the steps 
which the focus of this study required.
3.5.3 Week Three

In the third and last week of the study, the 
students in the MDA class received their revised 
drafts with teacher comments for the second time. 
However, the time spent on revising was less than 
the time allowed during the first revision. The 
given time was fifteen minutes. The revising stage 
took place at the end of the writing class. In 
order to control the time devoted to revision in the 
two groups, the teachers of both SDA and MDA classes 
had the students revise their written products 
during the class hour. However, their usual routine 
was to get them to revise at home and turn them in 
during the v/riting classes to be commented on by the 
teachers. The teachers pointed out that out—of—



class revision process is followed because revision 
during class hour is very time consuming esoecially 
in such an intensive preparatory program.
3.5.4 Summary

During the three-week study, the students had 
their regular writing classes. However, this study 
did not require the subjects to spend the whole 
writing class hour on the procedure. In the SDA. 
the subjects spent thirty minutes on writing their 
essays and twenty minutes for revising, which
totally makes fifty minutes. As with the SDA class, 
the MDA subjects wrote on the topic "Essays are Not 
Fair and Do Not Serve a Useful Purpose" but revised 
their drafts two times. In the first week they 
wrote their compositions in class, spending thirty 
minutes. For the first revision of the drafts 
students devoted twenty minutes of the writing class 
hour, and fifteen minutes for the second revision, a 
total of sixty-five minutes.
3.6 Analytical procedure

The steps that were followed to analyze the 
data are as follows;

1- In this study, student responses in response 
to teacher comments in their drafts were classified 
by the type of change made and then tabulated by 
approach. Comparisons were made on the basis of 
percentages.

2- Teacher comments on students' written drafts 
were analyzed and coded by type of problems
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addressed by the comment. Again, comnarisons were 
based on percentages.

3- The interaction of type of student responses 
and the aspects of text that the teachers commented 
on were then analysed. Comparisons were made on the 
basis of the number of response types for each 
aspect of text addressed.
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CHAPTER 4 
ANALYSIS OF DATA

4.1 Introduction
In this study, it was hypothesized that there 

is a relationship between student responses and 
method of teaching writing (single-draft and multi
draft approach) on aspects of text. In order to 
collect data, two intermediate level classes v/ere 
chosen for the study. While the students in the SDA 
revised their drafts once in response to teacher 
comments, the MDA class revised their texts tv/o 
times. The first hypothesis was that the MDA 
students would make a higher number of addition and 
rearrangement changes whereas, students in the SDA 
class would make more substitution and deletion 
changes in their revision stages. The second
hypothesis specified that there would be different 
patterns of student responses to aspects of text in 
terms of ranking by approach. Furthermore, it was 
also hypothesized that student responses to aspects 
of text would differ in each draft approach.
4.1.1 Categorizing Procedures

This study drew on some methodological 
procedures from Chapin and Terdal's (1990) study. 
However, due to an insufficient number of categories 
for student changes, the researcher added two more 
categories. In addition to Chapin and Terdal's 
deletion, addition, rearrangement, and substitution 
categories, ignore and rewrite categories were added
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to account for corfimon changes which appeared on 
students' texts. Furthermore, Chapin and Terdal do 
not explicitly define addition. deletion, 
substitution. and rearrangement: thev only nrovide
examples. from which working definitions can be 
extracted. In order to base the working definitions 
on a more solid foundation. and strenathen the 
legitimacy, the researcher suod 1 ernented the
definitions by using Hall's (1990) and Zame1's 
(1985) definitions since responses in their study 
were categorized in the same way as in Chapin and 
Terdal. Besides this, in Chapin and Terdal's study, 
the level of substitution. deletion, addition. and 
rearrangement changes were not clear. In other 
words, the examples they presented in their stu.dv 
were at both the discourse and the sentence level. 
In order to insure consistency of categorization, 
the researcher included all types of chances made 
both within a sentence or at a higher level v/ithin a 
given category. For example. changes made by
replacing either a word or a whole sentence in a 
later draft are both categorized as substitution 
change.

In this study, addition changes are expansions 
of the text either within a sentence or at a higher 
level by adding more details and information. For 
example:

4.1 * Original
"Her honest and unique stories are



provocative".
* Revision
"Her honest and unique stories are often 
provocative" (Hall, 1990, p. 48).

* Original
Boy put on KIMONO and eats some snacks".
Teacher end comment: Are Kimonos traditional?
What do they look like? What kind of snacks do 
children eat? (You can write Japanese names for 
the food.)
In the next draft, the student expanded his 
sentence adding more details.
* Revision
"Boy puts on KIMONO and eats some snacks. KIMONO 
is a Japanese traditional costume and look like a 
bath robe. We eat a special snack in this day. 
Its name is Chimaki that make for rice cakes".
(Chapin &. Terdal, 1990, p. 16).

On the other hand, deletion changes are those 
changes which take out the portion of the te.xt which 
appears in the original versions and does not exist 
in a later draft. An example is as follows:

4.2 * Original
"I have met some cj_eye_r Americans that do 
not know more about Aristotle than I do".
* Revision
"I have met some Americans that do not 
know more about Aristotle than I do"
(Hall, 1990, p. 48).
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* Original
"All the apartments built with new styles were 
perfectly gohgeous and magnificent. But it 
was unbelievable that when I visited New york 
city. It was in a terrible condition".
* Revision
"All the apartments built with new styles were 
perfectly gorgeous and magnificent. It was
unbelievable when I visited New York City 
(Zamel, 1985, p. 81).

Rearrangement changes are those changes v/hich
reorder the focus or the organization of a sentence 
or a paragraph while retaining the original content 
or meaning. An example is as follov/s;

4.3 * Original
"I didn’t learn anything, I took their classes".
* Revision
"I took their classes, but I didn't learn 
anything" (Hall, 1990. p.51).
* Original
"The foreman walked with a limp. He walked
through the plant limping 1 ike__a „.broken man__gye.r
b i s„j)r i m e " .
* Revision
The foreman walked with a limp. He walked through
the plant limping. He....looked 1 i.ke ..._..a ,.sore 1 .
(Zamel, 1985, p. 82.)

Substitution changes are the elements which take the 
place of another portion within a sentence in the
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later draft. For example:
4.4 * Original
"One can not know for sure if he is doing the 
right work".
* Revision
"One can not know absolutely if he is 
doing the right work" (Hall, 1990, p. 53).
* Original

to

"On the way she went back home, she opened.4box.
vVl ^  ^There were monster in thgr^".

* Revision
"On the way, she opened the box. There was a 
monster in it" (Chapin & Terdal, 1990, p.l6).

For this study, two more categories were added 
Chapin and Terdal's categories since ignore

changes, are the changes which were only found in 
MDA class, in which the students mcike no changes at 
all on the aspect of the text the teacher commented
on. In other words, the writer ignores the
teacher's comments and copies what was written
originally on the first draft in the successive 
revision. One of the MDA students made an ignore
change as in the example given below:
4.5 * Original

"I think, except tests, the writing exams are a 
little bit unfair".
* Revision
"I think, except tests, the wpirting exams are a 
little bit unfair".



As for the rewrite changes. the original text 
is eliminated within either the pai'agraph or at the 
discourse level, and a new text is written.

Although the teacher makes comments on aspects 
of the paragraph or the text the student writes 
another paragraph which is completely different than 
the original one. The response made by one of the 
SDA students is as follows:

* 4.6 Original
"I really think exams are unfair. Why 
unfair? I am going to explain. You think a
student; She or he knows everything and is

'i· ̂very hard working and always study: 
Al̂ t><3ugh in the day of/^exam he has got a 
headache. He knows everything but he can 
not do anything because of the headache".
* Revision
"Most of the people believe something is 
right. For example exam. It is not 
always fair so it must be change or be get 
better".

4.2 Analysis of data
4.2.1 Analytical Procedures

The analysis of the data began by determining 
the aspects of text the SDA and MDA teachers 
commented on and the types of changes students made 
in response to the aspects of text commented on. 
Aspects of text which were coded were content, 
organization, lexicon, syntax, orthography, and
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punctuation. The categorization were based on 
Chaoin and Terdal's (1990) study, (see Chapter 1). 
The number in each category of student responses in 
each of the treatments (SDA and MDA) were then 
calculated as were the number in each category of 
the aspects of text.

The categories were generally clear, except for 
content. The researcher found it difficult to
assess comments which might be on content which led 
to difficulty in categorizing changes students made 
in response to them.. For example, one of the ME>A
students wrote "In addition, rest of the students 
the exam. They think exam system/are Jwrong and it(̂ ' 
is very difficult, and unfair „^because they have 
limited time and guided composition in the all 
exams". The MDA teacher commented on several 
aspects of the paragraph by underlining the 
sentences in the paragraph and putting question 
marks in the margins and circling the wrong use of 
the plural form of to be. In response to the 
teacher's comment, the student wrote "In addition, 
rest of the students disagree with the system of the 
exams. They think that exam system is wrong and it 
is very difficult, unfair, because they have limited 
time". As the teacher indicated the problems of the 
paragraph by putting question marks without
explaining what the question marks referred to. the 
student made changes by deleting and adding elements 
which retained the original content and meaning. As
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a result of this, the researcher found it difficult 
to determine the aspect of the text which the 
teacher was addressing and the type of change the 
student made. In other words, since the teacher's 
comm.ent was not clear, it was difficult to determine 
whether the student's response involved addition, 
deletion or rearrangement changes. If the researcher 
categorized the comment as content, then the change 
would be best categorized as rearrangement at the 
paragraph level. It was also possible to categorize 
the aspect of text as syntax, in which case, the 
changes would be addition and deletion. Thus, in 
this study, comments which were made by underlining 
the sentence and including guestion marks in the 
margin were categorized as content and the changes 
were categorized as rearrangement changes. On the 
other hand, the changes which were made by deleting 
or adding at the word level in response to the 
comments which were directly corrected by the 
teacher or pointed out were categorized as syntax 
comments which v/ere made at the word level in 
response to the teacher comments.

The third stage was the analysis of the types 
of changes students made in response to teacher 
comments on specific aspects of the texts. The 
total number of each type of change for each 
category of aspect was calculated in order to find 
the frequencies and the percentages.
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4.2.2 Student responses by approach
In this study. the first hvoothesis focused on 

the relationship of student responses to method of 
approach specifically, it stated that there would be 
more addition and rearrangement changes in the MDA 
and more substitution and deletion changes in the 
SDA.

The frequency distribution of changes made by 
MDA students in revision one (hereafter abbreviated 
as R1) and revision two (hereafter abbreviated as 
R2) and the totals for MDA and SDA students are 
shown in Table 4.1.

Of the types of changes students made in both 
the SDA and MDA class. substitutions dominated. 
42.596 of changes in the SDA class and 33.335 in the 
MDA were substitution. In the SDA class, the next 
prevalent change was rewrite. 42.5%, whereas in the 
MDA class, 0% of the changes were of that type.
While deletion changes totalled only 6.2% in the SDA 
class, they were 13.8% in the MDA class. As for the 
addition changes, the ratio was 5.5% in the SDA 
class to 6.9% in the MDA class. On the other hand, 
rearrangement changes constituted only 3.1% of
changes in the SDA class whereas it was 22.2% in the 
MDA class. Interestingly enough, the ignore
category in the SDA class is 0% whereas it is 23.6% 
in the MDA.
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*F;ound numbers are calculated.
Comparison of the SDA responses with the MEi.A 
responses partially supported the experimental 
hypothesis. There is not a substantial difference 
between the two groups in the addition category. 
However, the data indicate that the MDA made more 
reai'rangement changes (.22.2%) as compared to the 3[iA 
in which rearrangement is 3.1?6. On the other hand, 
since the substitution category is higher in the SDA 
(42.596) as compared to the MDA (33.355) this aspect 
of hypothesis is confirmed. But the deletion
category is higher in the MDA (13.8?6) as compared 
to the SDA (6.255); hence, this part of the
hypothesis is rejected.
4.2.3 Comparison of patterns of text commented on in 

MDA and SDA
In this study, the second hypothesis specified 

'that there would be different patterns of teacher 
comments on aspects of text (For definitions see 
Chapter 1, Section 1.4.4) in each approach. Table 
4.2 presents the comparison of total freguencies and 
percentages of patterns aspects of text commented in
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the MDA and SDA.

Table 4.2
Comparison of Aspects of Text Commented on in the

MDA and the SDA
(Ranked by SDA)
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As Table 4.2 indicates, the most prevalent a.spect 
commented on in the two classes was syntax. being 
54.3?g
in the SDA and 43% in the MDA. On the other hand, 
while lexicon (21.2%) comes next in the SDA, content 
(27.7%) is the next dominant aspect commented in the 
MDA. Comments on lexicon do not show a significant 
difference in the SDA (21.2%) and MDA (23.6%).
4.2.4 Comparison of patterns on aspects of text 

commented on by MDA R1 and SDA 
Table 4.3 presents the comparison of aspects of 

texts in the SDA and the MDA R1. Comments on aspects 
of text in the SDA were one hundred and twenty-seven 
and in the MDA R1 they were twenty-seven. The 
analysis of data indicates striking differences in 
each class. In the SDA, syntax (54.3%) dominated 
followed by lexicon (21.2%) and orthography (13%), 
while in the MDA R1 content (33.3%) was the most 
prevalent aspect commented on, followed by lexicon 
(18.5%) and orthography (11.1%) as in the SDA. On 
the othei" hand, the number of comments on syntax
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(3.7%) in the MDA R1 was quite low as compared to 
the SDA (54.3%).
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4.2.5 Comparison of patterns of aspects of text 

commented in MDA R2 and SDA
Table 4.4 presents the total number of teacher 

comments on aspect of students' texts in the SDA and 
the MDA R2. The total number of comments in the SDA 
were one hundred and twenty-seven whereas there were 
forty-five in the MDA R2. Comments on syntax, 54.3% 
in the SDA class and 46.6% in the MDA Rl. reveal 
that the SCiA teacher addressed syntactic errors more 
frequently than the MDA teacher in R2. but this 
aspect was the second most frequently addressed in 
both classes. Lexicon was the second most frequent 
aspect commented on in both classes, 21.2% in the 
SDA and 26.6% in the MDA R2. Comments on
orthography (10.2%) were the third most frequent in 
the SDA, but only 2.2% in the MDA class. As a
conclusion, it can be suggested that the SDA teacher 
tended to focus more on mechanics than the MDA 
teacher. The third most frequent aspect addressed 
in the MDA R2 was content (24.4%), while in the SDA 
class it was fourth at 2.8%. This result suggests 
that students in the MDA class received more



comments on content compared with the SDA class. 
The comments on organization (2.3%) and punctuation 
(3.9%) in the SDA and comments on organization ((2%) 
and punctuation (0%) in the MDA reveal no large 
difference.
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4.2.6 Comparison of patterns of aspe of Text 
commented on in MDA R1 and R2

As Table 4.5 indicates, comments on lexicon 
(37%) dominated in R1, but in R2, syntax (46.6%) was 
the most prevalent aspect. Comments on content 
(33.3%) in R1 were ranked second and syntax (18%) 
third. In R2, comments on lexicon (26.6%) 
constituted the next highest percentage followed by 
content (20%). In addition, comments on orthography 
in the R1 (11%) are strikingly higher than in R2 
( 2% )  .
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The second hypothesis that thei'e would be 
different oatterns of aspects of text commented on 
in terms of ranking in each method of approach is 
confirmed. The comparison of comments on aspects of 
the texts in the SDA and the MDA indicates that both 
in the SDA and the MDA comments on syntax 
predominated, but in the MDA comments on content 
were ranked second with lexicon third. In ttie SDA. 
comments on lexicon were ranked second followed by 
orthography. Furthermore, comparison of aspects of 
the texts commented on in the SDA and the MDA R1 
shows that in the SDA syntax (54.3?b) was the most 
prevalent aspect whereas, in the MDA R1 comments on 
content dominated. On the other hand, comparison of 
comments on aspects of the text in the SDA and the 
MDA R2 shows striking similarities. Comments on 
syntax in the SDA (54.3?6) and the MDA R2 (46.6%) 
dominated. In addition, comments on le.xicon, 21.2?b 
in the SDA and 26.6% in the MDA were ranked second.
4.2.7 Comparison of student responses by specific 

aspects of text and by approach
In this study, the third hypothesis claims that 

student responses to certain aspects of text in 
particular. content, syntax, and lexicon, would 
differ in each method of approach.

As seen in Table 4.6, while rearrangement
changes on content totalled 40% in the SDA. in the 
MDA they totalled 84.2% This reveals a substantial 
difference. Another striking divergence is seen in
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the ratio of rev/rite changes. In the SDA. 3096 of 
the responses to comments on content were rewrite, 
whereas in MDA (0%) students gave no response of 
that type.
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The comparison of student responses in the SDA and 
the MDA on lexicon is shown in Table 4.7. Most of
the changes made in response to comments on lexicon 
in the SDA were substitution (51.8%) and rewrite 
(44.4%) and only 3.7% resulted in addition changes 
which totalled twenty-seven in the SDA. On the 
other hand, in the MDA Total, substitution (56.2%) 
and ignore changes (31.2%) dominated. The analysis 
of data indicates that substitution changes do not 
reveal a substantial difference between the SDA and 
the MDA, whereas rewrite and ignore changes show 
striking divergencies in each class in this aspect 
as well. In the SDA, 44.4% of the responses 
involved rewrite, whereas in the MDA there were no 
rewrite (0%) changes. Interestingly enough, ignore 
changes constituted 31.2% of responses in the MDA, 
whereas in the SDA there were none.
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Table 4.8 demonstrates the comparison of chanaes 
students made on syntax in the two classes. 
Substitution changes on syntax (47.85̂ ) dominated in 
the SDA. Whiile rewrite changes (37.6Ss) were the 
next most prevalent response. In the MDA Total, 
substitution changes (40.6%) were overwhelmingly 
higher than the other responses. Deletion and 
ignore changes were the next dominant responses. 
The data indicate that SE)A students tend to focus on 
more substitution (47.8%) and rewrite (37.6%)
changes in response to teacher comments on syntax, 
wherea.s MDA students tend to focus on more 
substitution (40.6%), deletion (28.1%) changes and 
are ignoring many of the teachers's comments
(28.1%).
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The third hypothesis that student responses to



specific aspects of text (content, lexicon and 
syntax) will differ is confirmed. Most of the 
responses to comments on content, lexicon and syntax- 
in the SDA were rewrite, whereas in the ME)A there 
was no change of that type. Interestingly enough, 
MDA students made ignore changes in response to 
comnients on content, lexicon and syntax. whereas 
SDA students m.ade no ignore changes at all on their 
di'afts. In addition to ignore and rewrite, 
rearrangement responses to content in the MDA is 
overwhelmingly high as compared to the SDA.
4.3 Results

The analysis of data has shown that MDA 
students made a total of seventy-two responses to 
teacher comments: twenty-seven in MDA R1 and forty- 
five in MDA R1, while SDA students made a total of 
one hundred and twenty-seven. Although there is a 
large discrepancy between responses in each method 
of approach, the total number of rearrangement 
changes (MDA=16, SDA=4) revealed that students in 
the MDA tend to make more rearrangement changes 
(22.2%) as compared to the SDA (3.1%). In addition, 
MDA students made more addition changes (6.9%) than 
SDA (5.5%) although the result does not suggest a 
significant difference. On the other hand, SDA 
students made more substitution changes (42.5%) than 
MDA students (33.3%). As for the deletion changes, 
MDA students responded more by deleting the portion 
of the sentence (13.8%) than SDA students (6.2%).
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Thus, the first hypothesis is partly reyiected and 
partly confirmed.

The second hypothesis that there would be 
different patterns of aspects of text commented on 
in terms of ranking in each approach is acceoted 
because, although comments on syntax predominated in 
both the SDA f54.3?6) and the MDA (43'3&.) , corrunents on 
lexicon were ranked second v/ith orthography third in 
the SDA, whereas in the MDA, comments on content 
(27.796) were ranked second with lexicon (23.69̂ ) 
third. On the other hand, comments on content
(7.8%) in the SDA were quite low as compared to the 
MDA (27.796). In addition, the ratio of comnients on 
orthography (5.596) in the MDA and the SDA (10.2%) 
showed a large difference.

The third hypothesis that student responses to 
specific aspects of text (content, lexicon and 
syntax) will differ in each approach is accepted. 
The analysis of data indicates that 3096 of the 
responses to content in the SDA involved rewrite, 
whereas in the MDA there was no response of that 
type. On the other hand, in the MDA, in response to 
comments on lexicon, 31,296 of the changes involved 
ignore whereas in the SDA the ratio of ignore 
category was 096, Interestingly enough, while 37.6% 
of the SDA responses involved rewrite changes in 
response to comments on syntax, the MDA responses 
involved no rewrite change Moreover, in the MDA, 
28.1% of the responses were ignore, whereas in the
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SDA there was no ignore change. As a result, it can 
be concluded that student responses to asoects of 
text in each approach differed.

This study confirms the results found by Chapin 
and Terdal (1990) that students tend to make changes 
by rearranging and adding when they receive comments 
on content. Tn addition. student.s tend to make 
substitution and deletion changes on svntax and 
lexicon in response to teacher comments. 
Furthermore, reguiring multiple drafts is more 
likely to help students revise than forcing them to 
edit in a single-draft in the writing process.

Furthermore, this study verifies the findings 
of Robb, Ross and Shortreed (1986) that highly 
detailed feedback on sentence-level mechanics does 
not help students to develop their text at the 
discourse level. Although, both this and Robb. Ross 
and Shortreed's study did not evaluate the students' 
writing in terms of effectiveness, it can be 
concluded that content-wise writing was more 
effective on students' drafts in the MDA.
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSION

5.1 Summary
This study began as an attempt to investigate 

the relationship between aspects of text teachers 
comment on and student responses in two aooroaches, 
single versus multi-draft approach to teachirig 
wr i t i ng.

As a premise of this study. the multi-draft 
approach to teaching writing, which encouraaes 
students to write several drafts attending to issues 
on several aspects of text, as presumed to cause 
more rearrangement and addition changes on students 
drafts. On the other hand, the SDA, which focuses 
only on the product, on a single draft and 
mechanical accuracy, would cause a higher number of 
substitution and deletion changes as compared with 
the MDA. In addition. the second hypothesis 
specified that there would be different patterns of 
aspects of text commented on in each approach. 
Furthermore, it was also hypothesized that student 
responses to aspects of text v/ould differ in each 
approach.

The three-week study was conducted at BUSEL 
with two intermediate classes. A total of twenty 
students, eleven in the SDA and nine in the MDA 
class completed the entire study. Data were 
analyzed by categorizing and counting the type of



student responses by approach. Furthermore, 
frequencies and percentaaes of aspects of text 
commented on were calculated for the SDA. MDA RJ . 
MDA R2 and MDA Total. Finally, student responses in 
terms of changes made for three aspects of text were 
determined for the SDA, MDA Ri. MDA R2 and MDA 
Total.

The results of this study have shown that MDA 
students made more rearrangement (22.2-o) changes. 
On the other hand. substitution changes (42.5%) 
dominated in the SDA. Contrai-y to what was 
expected, MDA students made more deletion (13.8?b) 
changes as compared to SDA (6.2%) students. Thus, 
these results have confirmed the validity of the 
parts of the hypothesis that state that there will 
be a higher number of rearrangement in the MDA as- 
compared the SDA and more substitution changes in 
the SDA. That SDA students will make a higher 
number of deletion changes is rejected and that ME'A 
students will make higher number of addition changes 
is also rejected.

Another interesting finding drawn from the 
analysis of the data was the high percentages of 
rewrite changes in the SDA and ignore responses in 
the MDA. Interestingly enough, rewrite changes were 
only found in the SDA students and ignore responses 
were limited to the MDA students. In the SDA class, 
six students out of eleven eliminated the original 
text either at the paragraph or discourse level.
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This might lead to the conclusion that when students 
are unsure of what is expected of them when they 
revise, they prefer to focus on a new text instead 
of editing or expanding their compositions. On the 
other hand, it can be concluded from the freauency 
of ignore changes (713.6%) in the MDA that students 
tend to take no notice of teacher comments if thev 
do not understand suggestions as to what the change 
should be.

In the second part, it was hypothesized that 
there would be different patterns of aspects of text 
commented on in terms of ranking in each approach.
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In the SDA, syntactic comments (54. ;) were
prevalent and comments on lexicon (21.2?̂ ) were 
ranked second with orthography third. On the other 
hand, in the MDA, syntax (4396) was the most 
prevalent aspect commented on, but content (27.79s) 
was the next dominant aspect followed by lexicon 
(23.696). Therefore, it can be concluded that the 
3DA teacher was more interested in syntax and 
orthography on the texts than the MDA teacher. On 
the other hand, the MDA teacher was more interested 
in content as compared to the SDA teacher.

The most important conclusion in this study was 
drawn when the third hypothesis that student 
responses to specific aspects of text were tested. 
When lexicon and syntax were commented on, students 
tended to substitute or rewrite in the SDA and 
ignore in the MDA. On the other hand, when content



was commented on, students tended to make more
rearrangement changes in both classes than other 
types of changes. Therefore, students tend to 
respond in accordance with the aspects of text that 
teachers comment on. Another important conclusion 
that can be drawn in this study reaards the type of 
teacher comment. According to the evidence of this 
study, explicit comments on hov/ to correct wei'e
helpful because they explained what was wrong and 
they provided specific suggestions for making 
change. On the other hand, direct corrections, the 
most frequently used strategy by the SDA teacher, 
helped students to produce mechanically correct 
compositions. According to Zamel (1935), making 
surface level corrections creates the impression for 
students that local errors are at least as important 
as meaning-related issues. Direct correction may 
reinforce the idea that good writing means error- 
free essays.
5.2 Assessment

In retrospect, several factors limited the
genera 1izabi1ity of the data collected. Among them
is the number of subjects who participated in the 
study. Twenty subjects is not a sufficiently large 
population, so it was not possible to collect enough 
data for true discrimination.

Another issue in this study ,was the number of 
teachers who participated in this study. If there 
had been more teachers as well as students, the
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study would be more reliable. Fui'thermoi'e. three 
v/eeks is not sufficient time to determine the 
relationship between aspects of text teachers 
comment on and student responses in the SDA and the 
MDA. Although studying the interaction of text, 
student, and teacher reveals how students respond to 
aspects of text in the SDA and MDA, it does not tell 
much about the long-term effects of teacher comments 
on aspects of text and student responses.

While this study revealed that there is a 
substantial difference between student responses in 
the SDA and the MDA, a high percentage of rev/rite in 
the SDA and ignore in the MDA should alert us to 
what we can do to improve our commenting practices 
and help our students improve the way they revise 
and write.
5.3 Pedagogical implications

The implication of this study is that 
intermediate EFL students made m.ore changes on 
content when the teacher comments on content by 
asking for clarification and elaboration. However, 
comments on surface errors through direct correction 
might help students produce more effective drafts in 
terms of accuracy of syntax and mechanics and lead 
to the appropriation of them in writing but this may 
reinforce their belief that nothing they do by 
themselves can match the ideal of the teacher.

Finally, teachers should not insist on a fixed 
number of drafts. The goal is not revision, but a
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piece of good and effective writing.
5.4 Future research

Studying the interaction of text and students 
respond to their teachers' comments does not tell us 
much about the long-term effects of these comments. 
Therefore, a longer term study is needed.

Furthermore, since ignore responses were found 
only in the MDA and rewrite responses only in the 
SD.A., further research is needed to ascertain whether 
such responses do exist particularly in each 
approach.

The findings of this study verify the results 
of Robb, Ross and Shortreed's study (See Chapter 2). 
However, the focus of that study and the present one 
were on teacher comments on sentence-level mechanics 
rather than the discourse level and student 
respon.ses. As a result, we need to know more about 
student responses in response to teacher comments at 
the discourse level.

7  1.
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APPENDIX B.2
SAMPLE STUDENT COMPOSITION 

SECOND DRAFT ·
(MDA)
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APPENDIX B.3
SAMPLE STUDENT COMPOSITION 

THIRD DRAFT 
(MDA)
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